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Abstract 

 In the present work, microstructural evolution and mechanical properties of a frictionally 

stir processed magnesium alloy reinforced with micro and nanoparticles were comprehensively 

investigated. Microstructural characterizations after the first deformation pass for both 

composites just implied a limited grain refinement along with the agglomeration/clustering of 

particles, and the difference between two composites was ignorable. While, deformation up to 

three FSP passes astonishingly followed a different trend, relative to the first pass. Achievement 

of a fine and homogenous microstructure in conjunction with the evolution of well-distributed 

particles and almost no sign of clusters were the outcomes of the third pass. Particularly, for the 

nanocomposite, a fine grain size of 2.29 µm is achieved. Additionally, better mechanical 

properties including higher values of Vickers microhardness and yield and also ultimate tensile 

strengths were attained after the third pass, compared to the first one. Better distribution of 

nanoparticles and their decisive role in improving tensile properties, compared to microparticles, 

led to the achievement of high hardness of 83 HV and ultimate tensile strength of 192 MPa for 

the graphene nanocomposite. Furthermore, the change from a brittle fracture to the brittle-ductile 

and ductile fracture is observed for micro and nanoparticles after the third FSP pass. 
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1. Introduction 

 The carbonaceous family is considered as the most attractive reinforcing materials 

compared to other ceramic reinforcements due to their high thermal conductivity, low thermal 

expansion coefficient, good self-lubricant properties and high damping capacity [1,2]. 

Additionally, the low density of this group of materials makes them the best choice for 

applications in aerospace industries and composite materials. Graphite (Gr) and graphene are the 

oldest and newest members of this family, respectively [3]. Earlier researchers have reported that 

during the dry sliding of the metal/Gr composites a continuous layer of solid lubricant is formed 

on the tribological surface. This phenomenon occurs due to the shearing of Gr particles which 

are located underneath the sliding surface and thereby helps in reducing the shear stress [4,5]. 

Wear properties of copper-graphite composites fabricated by friction stir processing (FSP) was 

studied by Sarmadi et al. [6]. They described that an increase in the graphite content led to the 

significant decrease in the friction coefficient, as well as the decrease in the number of metal to 

metal contact points, due to the presence of graphite particles as a solid lubricant. Furthermore, 

the hardness of the processed zone considerably increased (about 2 times of pure Cu).  

Graphene is the graphite single layer and new two-dimensional carbonaceous material 

showing unique mechanical and thermal properties because of its superior tensile strength along 

with the young modulus, which gives rise to great potential as a strengthening element in 

composites, especially metal matrix composites (MMCs) for structural and functional 

applications [7]. Chen et al. [8] have produced magnesium matrix composites reinforced by 

graphene nanoparticles (GNPs) by using liquid state ultrasonic processing and solid-state 

stirring. They found that GNPs are uniformly dispersed through the matrix and significantly 

enhanced the microhardness of Mg substrate, about %78 higher than that of the matrix. It also 

was shown that the GNPs plays a prominent role in strengthening the magnesium matrix 

composites produced by various techniques [9–11]. These findings confirm the appropriateness 

of the graphene as reinforcing particles in composites.  

  The main challenges for the development of MMCs using this group of materials for 

industrial applications are the attainment of the homogeneous dispersion of carbonaceous 

reinforcing materials in the metal substrate, the formation of strong interfacial bonding and the 

retention of structural stability of carbonaceous materials [12]. As recognized, carbon 
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nanomaterials of large surface areas tend to agglomerate into clusters to reduce their surface 

energy during the composite processing. Many processing was used for the fabrication of these 

composites such as plasma spraying [13], high-energy laser melt treatment [14], etc. Still, these 

processings are based on a liquid phase at high temperatures; therefore, not only is the surface 

reaction prevention between reinforcement particles impossible but also the production of 

useless phases is unavoidable. Furthermore, the critical control of processing parameters is 

necessary to obtain ideal solidified microstructures in composites. Obviously, if the processing of 

surface composites is carried out at temperatures below the melting point of the substrate, the 

abovementioned problems can be effectively avoided [15]. As well, recently other surface 

modification methods based on the coating deposition have been used extensively for surface 

engineering of Mg alloys [16–18]. 

Friction stir processing based on friction stir welding is a novel solid-state technique 

which was developed by Mishra et al. [19,20], in this case, the rotating tool is inserted in a 

substrate for localized microstructural modification for specific properties enhancement. This act 

produces a plastically high deformed zone during processing which thereby causes the formation 

of fine and equiaxed grains in the stir zone due to the refined grains by recrystallization and the 

homogenization of reinforcement particles. These characteristics made FSP a promising way to 

produce improved composites. Over recent years, several studies regarding the surface layer 

modification of metallic alloys have been reported. Mishra et al. [21] fabricated Al/SiC surface 

composite by FSP and the noticeable increase in the tensile strength and the hardness of the stir 

zone by improving the distribution of reinforcing particles through regulating FSP parameters 

was reported. Similar results were also obtained in the production of various Mg and Al-based 

surface composites by FSP which emphasized the undeniable role of FSP processing in 

improving the composites' properties [22–25].  

Nonetheless, most of the accomplished studies dealing with GNPs and graphite 

reinforced composites are based on Al and other metallic alloys substrate, and they chiefly have 

focused on wear properties. Thus, there are limited works regarding Mg/GNPs and Mg/Gr 

composites fabricated by severe plastic deformation (SPD) techniques, especially FSP. In the 

present study, FSP was used to fabricate magnesium matrix composite reinforced by two kinds 

of carbonaceous materials, graphite micro size particles, and graphene nanoplatelets. The effect 
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of each particle on microstructural evolution, grain refinement mechanisms, recrystallization 

mechanisms, mechanical properties (hardness and tensile properties) and fracture surfaces 

(fractography) after one and three FSP trials have been thoroughly evaluated.  

2. Experimental procedure 

The experimental AZ31 magnesium alloy was received in the form of a hot-rolled ingot. 

The chemical composition of the experimental alloy is presented in Table 1. The initial 

microstructure is depicted in forms of inverse pole figure (IPF) maps in Fig. 1a, where the 

majority of grains are equiaxed and the average grain size (Fig. 1b) is 40.65 µm. Fig. 1c indicates 

the schematic of FSP and processing directions, and also the location of sampling for 

microstructural characterizations. Available commercial micro-size Gr particles by an average 

diameter of 25	μm and density of 2.2 g/cm3 along with grade C of GNPs by a thickness of 1-20 

nm, a width of 10-50 µm, and density of 1.06 g/cm3 were used as reinforcing particles. The 

volume fraction of both particles is approximately %7.4, which was calculated from employed 

methods in the literature [26]. Fig. 2 shows the micro and nanoparticles used in the current work. 

For FSP processing, the initial experimental alloy was sliced to samples with 10 mm thickness, 

150 mm length and 100 mm width using the wire electro-discharge machine (EDM). 

 A groove by 1 mm width and 2.2 mm depth was made on the surface of workpieces and 

then filled by powders before FSP. The FSP tool was made of H13 alloy and was exposed to the 

heat treatment to achieve a hardness of 54 HRC. The tool's pin had a triangular shape by 5.4 mm 

length and 5 mm diameter, and the flat shoulder diameter was 20 mm. The traveling and the 

rotational speed of FSP were chosen 25 mm/min and 800 rpm, respectively. The tilt angle during 

FSP was 3° and was applied in the same positions in all deformation passes. An argon 

atmosphere was used as the shielding gas under a polycarbonate box around the rotating tool and 

the workpiece to minimize the surface oxidation during the process. The process was carried out 

in one and three FSP passes to achieve a uniform distribution of reinforcing particles in the 

processed zone. Optical microscopy (OM) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) were 

used to study obtained microstructures, and before OM observations, samples were etched 

through a solution consists of 4.2 g picric acid, 10 ml distilled water, 70 ml ethanol and 10 ml 

acetic acid. The samples for EBSD characterization after mechanically grinding polished 

electrochemically by AC2 solution. The EBSD measurements were done using a ZEISS 
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AURIGA© Compact microscope equipped with field emission gun (FEG) and EDAX-EBSD 

detectors along with the mapping step size of 100 nm. The average grain size and grain 

distributions are measured by TSL OIM EBSD software.  

The fractured surfaces of tensile specimens were observed by scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) model Philips XL30. Vickers microhardness of composite specimens was 

measured using HV-1000A microhardness tester, under loading of 200 g, and a dwell time of 15 

s; hardness tests were performed 5 times on various parts of samples' surfaces and then obtained 

values were averaged. Tensile tests were carried out by using a Santam-20KN universal tester 

machine by a strain rate of 0.001	��� at the room temperature.  

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Microstructural evolution 

Fig. 3 illustrates IPF maps of stir zone microstructures related to AZ31/Gr and 

AZ31/GNPs composites after one FSP pass. After the first FSP pass, an equiaxed microstructure 

(Fig. 3a) with the average size (Fig. 3c) of 12.23 µm is obtained for AZ31/Gr composite. In the 

case of AZ31/GNP composite (Fig. 2d), a microstructure consists of grains with an average size 

of 10.13 µm (Fig. 3f) is achieved. As can be seen in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3e, both Gr and graphene 

particles have agglomerated in the stir zone and continuous clusters of particles are created. 

Indeed, because of the weak wetting of carbonaceous materials on the metal substrate, as well as 

insufficient plastic material flow due to the low heat input in single FSP pass, it is impossible to 

achieve uniform distribution of particles and clustering/agglomeration of particles is 

unavoidable. To precisely investigate the distribution of particles, SEM images and also atomic 

distribution element maps are taken from samples and also point energy-dispersive spectroscopy 

(EDS) was done to calculate the amount of carbon in certain points. Fig. 4 shows the SEM 

micrographs and carbon atomic distribution element map for both composites after the first FSP 

pass. As can be seen, powders did not distribute well in the matrix and clusters of graphite (Fig. 

4a, b) and graphene (Fig. 4c, d) are present in the microstructure. The point EDS analysis for 

both composites also substantiates the high percentage of carbon in points A (AZ31/Gr) and B 

(AZ31/GNP), which are the clusters. The little difference between the percentage of carbon for 

AZ31/Gr and AZ31/GNP at clusters indicates that clustering occurred to higher extents in 

AZ31/Gr composite, compared to AZ31/GNP. By continuing the deformation up to three FSP 
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passes, a different trend is seen. Microstructural evolution after the third FSP pass for both 

composites is described in Fig. 5.  As shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5d, a fine uniform microstructure 

is attained for AZ31/Gr and AZ31/GNP composites, with the average grain sizes of 5.63 and 

2.29 µm, respectively. As a matter of fact, the direction of the tool rotation was reversed during 

the second and third FSP passes and thereby the distribution of particles became more uniform 

(Fig. 5b, e). The better distribution of particles after the third deformation pass can be observed 

in Fig. 6. It can be inferred from SEM images (Fig. 6a, c) that the clustering noticeably has 

decreased for both composites. The EDS analysis also shows that because of the well-distributed 

particles after the third deformation pass, the percentage (Wt.%) of carbon in clusters (points A 

and B) has decreased. Again, the distribution of particles is better in the case of AZ31/GNP 

nanocomposite.  

In the first FSP pass for both composites, the grain refinement is mainly due to the FSP 

processing, not the particles; because agglomerated particles cannot significantly be refined and 

also cannot restrict the migration of boundaries. Agglomerated graphene nanoplatelets behave 

approximately as same as graphite micro-size particles. The ultrahigh surface area that can be 

obtained in nanoplatelets is lost when these sheets become clusters. As can be seen in Fig. 7, 

clustering of particles (here, clustering of graphite) cannot affect the grain refinement through 

hindering the grain boundary movement, and this clustering has happened for both composites. 

Hence, the difference in grain size between AZ31/Gr and AZ31/GNP composites is trivial. In the 

third FSP pass, particles’ distribution and their effect on grain refinement are totally different. In 

fact, during repeating FSP up to 3-passes, particles’ clusters break into smaller pieces as the 

result of the mechanical breaking due to the applying more strain along with the increase in heat 

input which thereby facilitates the material and particles flow around the pin. On the other hand, 

when the FSP tool penetrates into the plate during next passes, the tool would not involve new 

parts of the material (regions below the stir zone) into the processing zone and all the 

deformation energy is limited to this processing zone (stir zone). This allows for producing a 

uniform distribution of reinforcing particles [27]. Consequently, a better distribution of particles 

is realized after applying 3 FSP passes, as also shown in Fig. 6. 

On the other hand, in FSP processing, due to the possibility of imposing large strains, the 

attainment of very small grains is possible, which occurs through the dynamic recrystallization 
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(DRX) phenomenon. As a matter of fact, during severe plastic deformation, the grains are broken 

and a large number of low angle grain boundaries are created. Therefore, suitable places for 

nucleating DRX grains can be generated [28-31]. Then, the fine nuclei of grains start growing 

and finally, a microstructure containing fine equiaxed grains is achieved (Fig. 3 and Fig. 5). The 

existence of more micro and nanoparticles, after the third FSP pass due to the breaking, increases 

the preferential sites for nucleating DRX grains. So, the average grain size of both composites 

significantly decreased after 3 FSP passes compared to the pure AZ31 and even the first pass. 

However, a finer microstructure is achieved for AZ31/GNP composite compared to that of 

AZ31/Gr. It is believed that in the same volume fraction of reinforcements (micro and 

nanoparticles), nanosized particles increase the number of particles that provide more nucleation 

sites [32]; so, the average grain size of AZ31/GNP is finer than that of graphite particles. 

According to the Zener limiting grain size, finely dispersed particles pin the movement of grain 

boundaries that are migrating during DRX; therefore, they restrict the grain growth. Zener-

Holloman parameter- dz - [33] (d� =  
	


��	
 , where r and v�	are the radii and volume fraction of 

GNPs particles, respectively) indicates that when the size of particles (r) is reduced or the 

volume fraction (vf) increases, the grain size of the substrate becomes finer. As a result, in 

AZ31/GNPs composite, compared to AZ31/Gr, a finer mean grain size (2.29 µm) can be 

obtained after 3 FSP passes, due to the finer particles. Accordingly, at 3 FSP passes, due to the 

absence of clusters and thereby the presence of well-distributed micro and nanoparticles (which 

is not observed for the 1 FSP pass), grain refinement also occurs as the result of particles by 

providing preferential sites for nucleating DRX grains (in addition to grain refinement due to 

FSP); consequently, finer microstructures are achieved compared with 1 FSP pass, particularly 

for AZ31/GNP composite (Fig. 8).  

3.2. Mechanical properties 

3.2.1. Hardness measurements 

The Vickers microhardness measurements for stir zones of FSP composites reinforced by 

Gr, and GNPs particles in one and three FSP passes and also the pure AZ31 are shown in Fig. 9. 

The microhardness profile of FSPed samples at 1 and 3 FSP passes is shown in Fig. 9a. It can be 

inferred that by going from the center/stir zone toward the base metal, the microhardness 
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variations are more pronounced, especially for AZ31/GNP-3P (after 3 FSP passes). In the stir 

zone, the variations are negligible and microhardness is higher for all samples, compared to the 

base metal. As can be seen in Fig. 9b, after imposing one FSP pass, the microhardness increases 

for both composites (from 54 HV for the pure AZ31 to 58 and 59 HV for AZ31/Gr and 

AZ31/GNPs, respectively); however, the amount of microhardness increment is insignificant. 

The difference between the minimum and maximum hardness values implies the inhomogeneous 

microstructure after one FSP pass due to the formation of agglomerated clusters. For a better 

demonstration of the inhomogeneity, an inhomogeneity factor (IF) was introduced which is the 

hardness standard deviation of each sample divided by the average amount of the hardness, and 

low values of IF means more homogenous microstructure. Fig. 9c shows the IF values for both 

composites processed by 1 and 3 FSP passes. For AZ31/Gr composite, the microhardness did not 

increase noticeably even after applying 3 FSP passes (the microhardness increases from 58 HV 

for 1 FSP pass to 63 HV for the third pass), although a fine microstructure was obtained. 

However, the IF (Fig. 9c) for AZ31/Gr-3P shows that the microhardness distribution is almost 

homogenous due to the fact that after applying 3 FSP passes, microparticles are well distributed 

in the matrix. In fact, graphite particles by weak van der walls forces between their layers are a 

member of the soft materials group which means that the slip of graphite layers during 

microhardness measurements prevents from the attainment of remarkable microhardness values 

[34,35]. Conversely, higher microhardness values of three FSP passes relative to one-pass are 

because of the broken of graphite layers and their entanglement during the post FSP processing 

which gave rise to the reduction of the space between layers or the segregation of these layers 

around the magnesium grains. Nevertheless, the microhardness of the AZ31/GNPs-3P composite 

(83 HV) remarkably increases compared to both AZ31/GNPs-1P (after 1 pass) and AZ31/Gr-3P, 

which is also 1.5 times higher than that of pure AZ31 substrate. The notable improvement of 

AZ31/GNPs composite microhardness at 3 FSP passes can be attributed to the combination of 

the grain refinement and strengthening by GNPs. It has been previously shown that after 3-FSP 

passes, the segregation of GNPs particles, due to the mechanical breaking, can effectively retard 

the grain growth by pinning the boundaries and thereby leads to more grain refinement. 

Moreover, by the improvement of interfaces of GNPs and Mg substrate, and the creation of a 

strong interface, the load is effectively transferred to the GNPs particles, thereby, the 

microhardness increases. It is worthwhile mentioning that the significant grain refinement at 3 
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FSP passes of AZ31/GNPs composite and the good distribution of GNPs are the major reasons in 

obtaining a homogenous microstructure, which is also confirmed by the IF value at this 

deformation pass, which is the lowest among all deformed samples (Fig. 9c). 

3.2.2. Tensile properties and fractography 

Engineering stress-strain flow curves of AZ31/Gr and AZ31/GNPs composites are 

depicted in Fig. 10a. As can be observed, after applying one deformation pass, the strength of 

both composites increased, while the elongation experienced a notable decrease. However, 

straining up to 3 FSP passes not only increases the strength of both AZ31/Gr and AZ31/GNPs 

composites but also enhances the elongation, compared to the 1 FSP pass. In both deformations 

passes, the strength and the elongation of AZ31/GNPs composite are larger than that of graphite. 

According to Fig. 10b, after one FSP pass, yield strength (YS) of AZ31/Gr and AZ31/GNPs 

changed from 92 MPa (for pure AZ31) to 110 and 118 MPa, respectively and ultimate tensile 

strength (UTS) changed from 114 MPa to 120 and 132 MPa for Gr, and GNPs reinforced 

composites, respectively. Actually, the variation of tensile properties after the first FSP pass is 

not remarkable in comparison with pure AZ31 due to the agglomeration of both particles which 

thereby mitigates their strengthening effect. For both reinforcing particles after applying 3 FSP 

passes, a noticeable improvement in either strength or elongation was realized. YS and UTS 

increased 48 and 44.73 % in Gr, and also 63 and 68.4 % in GNPs, compared to pure AZ31. This 

considerable improvement after 3 FSP passes originates from the strengthening mechanisms and 

the better distribution of particles owing to the mechanical breaking during the process. 

Generally, the size of reinforcements influences the mechanical properties such as strength, 

ductility, and fracture of self-lubricant MMCs [36]. Since in microparticles the formation of 

defects such as cracks is likely during the tensile test and fractured particles cannot bear any 

tensile load, higher YS and UTS values were obtained for GNPs than Gr. The strengthening 

mechanisms involved in enhancing the mechanical properties of nanoparticle reinforced metal 

matrix composites have been completely discussed elsewhere [34]. These mechanisms include 

the Orowan strengthening, grain and substructure strengthening (Hall–Petch relationship), 

quench hardening resulting from the dislocations which are generated to accommodate the 

differential thermal contraction between the reinforcing particles and the matrix, and also the 

work hardening due to the strain misfit between the elastic reinforcing particles and the plastic 
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matrix [37-41]. In metal matrix nanocomposites (MMNCs) via FSP, the Orowan strengthening 

mechanism and Hall-Petch relation have the most contribution in strengthening [28], but in 

MMCs by micro size particles (greater than 1µm), Hall-Petch relation strengthening is dominant, 

so strengthening through nanoparticles is significantly higher than micro size particles.  

 Graphite micro-size particles are known as crack initiation sources in composites due to 

the micro size of particles along with weak van der walls forces between graphite layers, and 

also weak interface bonding between Gr, and Mg substrate [34,35]. By agglomeration of these 

particles after one FSP pass, crack initiation sources in the composite during tensile test increase; 

thus, a reduction in elongation of one FSP pass specimens can be realized, compared with three 

FSP passes. Fig. 11 indicates the fracture surfaces of pure AZ31 and AZ31/Gr composite 

processed by one and three FSP passes. AZ31 surface fractography reveals several shallow and 

wide dimples which are indicative of the cleavage-brittle fracture (Fig. 11a). In Fig. 11b, c, the 

crack initiation between graphite particles and the laminar fracture on the stir zone are visible 

after one FSP pass (shown by red arrows), and the material in this region (region A) experiences 

a brittle fracture due to the crack initiation along agglomerated graphite particles (shown by red 

arrows in Fig. 11c). After applying 3 FSP passes, due to the better distribution of Gr particles and 

the relative combination of particles and magnesium substrate, several dimples (red arrows in 

Fig. 11d) are observable on the fracture surface which illustrate the increscent in elongation of 

three FSP passes specimens. The EDS analysis for region A (Fig. 11b) and B (Fig. 11d) proves 

the fact that the crack initiated near the Gr clusters since the percentage of carbon is high (region 

A); nonetheless, after the third FSP passes, the percentage of carbon decreased in region B 

showing the dimples, which again implies the better fracture properties of samples processed by 

3 FSP passes. Fig. 12 shows fracture surfaces of AZ31/GNPs composite after FSP processing. 

As can be seen, 1-FSP pass AZ31/GNPs composite (Fig. 12a, b) experienced a brittle and 

laminar fracture which changed to a fracture surface containing dimples, after the deformation up 

to 3 passes (Fig. 12c, d). The EDS results also show the high percentage of carbon content for 

region A (Fig. 12a), where the fracture is because of graphene clusters, while this content 

dramatically decreased in the region B (Fig. 12c) after three FSP passes, where dimples are the 

dominant features. The comparison between Fig 11d and Fig 12c demonstrates the increase in 

the number of dimples all over the fracture surface of AZ31/GNPs composite or in other words, 

the improved fracture behavior of this composite compared to AZ31/Gr. Because of the 
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improvement in the distribution of GNPs and the increase in the number of grain boundaries 

(finer grain size) in AZ31/GNPs composite, the brittle characteristic of grain boundaries 

decreased and an enhancement in the fracture behavior of AZ31/GNPs composite was realized. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In the current study, the effect of Gr, and GNPs reinforcement particles on the 

microstructure and subsequent mechanical properties of AZ31 magnesium alloy were 

investigated by applying multi-pass FSP. Besides, it is worthwhile mentioning that FSP can be 

a better candidate to produce magnesium MMCs with successfully improved properties, 

compared to other surface treatment methods, as shown in this work. Main points resulted 

from this work can be summarized as follows: 

1. The mean grain size of Mg decreased from 40.65 at initial state to 5.63 and 2.29 �� 

for AZ31/Gr and AZ31/GNPs composites, respectively, after applying three-FSP 

passes. A finer microstructure was obtained for AZ31/GNP composite due to the 

Zener limiting grain size, as well as the pinning effect of nanoparticles on grain 

boundaries. 

2. Homogenous microstructures with well-distributed particles were realized after three 

FSP passes, where the percentage of clusters drastically decreased, especially for 

graphene nanocomposites. 

3. Mechanical properties including Vickers microhardness and UTS of AZ31 

magnesium alloy were remarkably improved for both composites after the third FSP 

pass. A high hardness of 83 HV and UTS of 192 MPa were attained for AZ31/GNP 

composite. 

4. Investigated fracture surfaces implied better fracture properties after imposing 3 FSP 

passes for both composites, where the brittle fracture of the first pass changed to a 

combined fracture of brittle-ductile for the Gr, and roughly ductile for the graphene 

composite.  
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Figures’ captions 

Fig. 1. (a) Inverse pole figure map of pure AZ31, (b) corresponding grain size distribution, and 
(c) schematic representative of FSP. 

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of particles: (a) Gr microparticles and (b, c) GNPs. 

Fig. 3. (a, d) Inverse pole figure maps, (b, e) OM, and (c, f) grain size distribution of AZ31/Gr, 
and AZ31/GNP after one FSP pass, respectively. Both IPF and OM are from stir zone. 

Fig. 4. Stir zone SEM micrographs of AZ31/Gr composite after (a) 1 FSP pass and (b) 
corresponding carbon atomic distribution element map, and after (c) 3 FSP passes and (d) 
corresponding carbon element map. 

Fig. 5. (a, d) Inverse pole figure maps, (b, e) OM, and (c, f) grain size distribution of AZ31/Gr, 
and AZ31/GNP after three FSP passes, respectively. Both IPF and OM are from stir zone. 

Fig. 6. Stir zone SEM micrographs of AZ31/GNP composite after (a) 1 FSP pass and (b) 
corresponding carbon atomic distribution element map, and after (c) 3 FSP passes and (d) 
corresponding carbon element map. 

Fig. 7. The graphite cluster after one FSP pass of AZ31/Gr composite. 

Fig. 8. The grain size variation for pure AZ31 and AZ31/Gr and AZ31/GNP composites. 

Fig. 9. (a) Microhardness profile of undeformed and deformed samples, (b) microhardness 
variations, and (c) inhomogeneity factor. (b, c) are for stir zone. 

Fig. 10. (a) Engineering stress vs. engineering strain flow curves of pure AZ31 and composites 
materials, and (b) tensile properties of pure and AZ31/Gr and AZ31/GNP composites. 

Fig. 11. Fracture surfaces of (a) pure AZ31, and AZ31/Gr composite after (b, c) one FSP pass, 
(d, e) three FSP passes. 

Fig. 12. Fracture surfaces of AZ31/GNP after (a, b) first FSP pass, and (c, d) third FSP pass. 

 

Tables’ captions 

Table 1. The chemical composition of experimental AZ31 magnesium alloy 
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Table 1. The chemical composition of experimental AZ31 magnesium alloy 

Al (wt. %) Zn Mn Ca Cu Ni Fe Mg 

2.98 0.81 0.35 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 Bal. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Inverse pole figure map of pure AZ31, (b) corresponding grain size distribution, and 
(c) schematic representative of FSP. 
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Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of particles: (a) Gr microparticles and (b, c) GNPs. 
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Fig. 3. (a, d) Inverse pole figure maps, (b, e) OM, and (c, f) grain size distribution of AZ31/Gr, 

and AZ31/GNP after one FSP pass, respectively. Both IPF and OM are from stir zone. 
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Fig. 4. Stir zone SEM micrographs of AZ31/Gr composite after (a) 1 FSP pass and (b) 

corresponding carbon atomic distribution element map, and after (c) 3 FSP passes and (d) 
corresponding carbon element map. 
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Fig. 5. (a, d) Inverse pole figure maps, (b, e) OM, and (c, f) grain size distribution of AZ31/Gr, 

and AZ31/GNP after three FSP passes, respectively. Both IPF and OM are from stir zone. 
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Fig. 6. Stir zone SEM micrographs of AZ31/GNP composite after (a) 1 FSP pass and (b) 
corresponding carbon atomic distribution element map, and after (c) 3 FSP passes and (d) 

corresponding carbon element map. 
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Fig. 7. The graphite cluster after one FSP pass of AZ31/Gr composite. 
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Fig. 8. The grain size variation for pure AZ31 and AZ31/Gr and AZ31/GNP composites. 
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Fig. 9. (a) Microhardness profile of undeformed and deformed samples, (b) microhardness 

variations, and (c) inhomogeneity factor. (b, c) are for stir zone. 
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Fig. 10. (a) Engineering stress vs. engineering strain flow curves of pure AZ31 and composites 

materials, and (b) tensile properties of pure and AZ31/Gr and AZ31/GNP composites. 
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Fig. 11. Fracture surfaces of (a) pure AZ31, and AZ31/Gr composite after (b, c) one FSP pass, 

(d, e) three FSP passes. 
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Fig. 12. Fracture surfaces of AZ31/GNP after (a, b) first FSP pass, and (c, d) third FSP pass. 

 



Highlights 

 

� Fabrication of metal matric composites through friction stir processing 

� Homogenous and well-distribution of nano-graphene and micro-graphite particles 

� The pinning effect of nano particles and achievement of ultrafine microstructures 

� Remarkably improvement of the mechanical properties for both composites 

� Brittle fracture of first pass processed specimen changes to mixed mode at third pass 


